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About This Game

Slice them, burn them, skewer them, and launch them - no matter how you get it done, orcs must die in this fantasy action-
strategy game from Robot Entertainment.

As a powerful War Mage with dozens of deadly weapons, spells, and traps at your fingertips, defend twenty-four fortresses from
a rampaging mob of beastly enemies, including ogres, hellbats, and of course, a whole bunch of ugly orcs. Battle your enemies

through a story-based campaign across multiple difficulty levels, including brutal Nightmare mode!

Will you roast orcs in pits of lava, pound them flat with a ceiling trap, or freeze and shatter them with a slash? No matter the
weapons and traps you choose, you’re sure to have an orc-killing blast!

Key Features

24 Fortresses to Defend – Twisting passages, tall towers, and wide-open chambers all need a war mage to protect them

6 Orc-Killing Weapons and Spells – From crossbow and bladestaff to the magical power of the elements

19 Deadly Traps and Fierce Minions – Choose from a wide variety of traps including arrow walls, spike traps,
spinning blades, and flaming brimstone or call in allies to assist you in the destruction of the orc horde
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11 Unique Enemies – Including ogres, flying hellbats, and of course, a whole bunch of ugly orcs

Story-based Campaign – Fend off orcs across three acts to discover the mysterious power behind their relentless
assaults

Persistent Upgrades – Unlock improved traps as you progress through the campaign

Extensive Replayability – “Nightmare Mode” and a skull ranking system provide extended play

Scoring System and Leaderboard – Compete with your friends for the title of Best Orc Killer!
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What a great game! Fun puzzles, clever dialogue, and a fun and engrossing world! You're Not Special is a clever take on a
traditional story. It was a lot of fun!. Good for your depression.
recommended 10\/10!. It says on steam Gunslingers but it really is Foreign Folk Songs the Game

Pros:
A woman who knows the lyrics to russian songs

Point and click tutorials has intense music

They don't reload in Russia

A community that is 1337

A community of russians and russian wannabes

Beige and lots of it

Cons:

No Vladamir

I r8 this game 9 folk songs out of 2 sniper stances
. this game no good. it makes me have a bad poo poo. This game has the same sort of fun space combat as Space Pirates and
Zombies (though significantly more focused, with only one ship to manage), the same compelling feeling of exploration as
Endless Sky, and a fairly simple, but surprisingly fun, modular building mechanic that allows for flexibility in design without
missing out on having some interesting engineering challenges.. Whilst this is a recommendation, it is a recommendation to
avoid this piece of\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665game and save your money. Its as if it was made 20 years ago and
they only just got around to releasing it. The graphics are terrible, controls are sluggish and unresponsive, and the voice acting is
worse than Men of War...and thats saying a lot.
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A great game with sadly no playerbase. I would love if more people got it.. Poor art, worse writing with unlikeable, often
oversexualized characters, forced situations, and unrealistic dialogue.. +300 level up. I enjoyed playing Preventive Strike a lot.
The game is very engaging and rewarding. To progress through the levels, I had to focus really hard, but it was totally worth it.
Although somewhat short, the game is reasonably priced for the variety of content and plenty of challenge it offers. I am
looking forward to future updates from this author!. Great platformer with great level design. What a great way to show the
evolution of a game.

They took the original prototype for the game, and mixed in a behind the scenes look at how the game(s) came about.

Your goal is to find pages throughout the game by avoiding obstacles, and making your way from one level, to the other without
dying.

A first person platformer with quite impressive graphics, and audio, especially for a prototype game.
Having said that, this is a prototype, so some areas may feel less impressive than others, where graphics are concerned, but it
does not take anything away from the gameplay, which is quite solid.

Definitely worth checking out, especialy considering that it is Free.

Don't take my word for it, and check out my video by clicking on the link.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9ayVptTeTdQ&index=45&list=PLGCO4EfbVB6XXoAnQMUJjoEh3c2BLfHx8. i have a
lot of trubbel getting the game to work ether it wont lanunch or of it will launch its launces in a window thats like 0,5 cm wide
so you cant se anything at all. Good crime story, girl loves bad boys and also good PI, bad guy kills girl, PI seeks out revenge.
Cut scenes were good.
Voice acting was rather good, maybe a bit too "poshy" English, doesn't feel American.
No irritating puzzles, all are doable.
Easy collectables.
No overdose of hidden object puzzles.
Worth my bucks !. Patterns, is a game that tries to be like Minecraft, has less features, but wants you to think it is better cause it
uses triangles instead of cube. It is created by the same people who made Second Life, and in my mind the quality of the game
is as terrible as the customers service @ Linden Labs.

Linden Labs is a company devoted to taking the money of it's customers, changing the rules, and profitting by deceptive
business tactics.

Wow a mouth full right? Well... nearly 10 years of dealing with this company and it's empty promises would leave anyone bitter,
it is a point only important cause the lack of content of this game which has been out for a couple years now is just as empty and
disatisfying as it's broken promises.

. A Well executed Five Nights at Freddys Style game with great graphics and great game mechanics :D

Edit: After finishing the game i can say the ending is VERY dissapointing and the game certaintly needs some bug fixes.
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